SANDIA – GARMIN

SANDIA SAI 340 QUATRO PLUS THE 5-IN-1 INSTRUMENT

The SAI-340 Quatro Plus is a five-in-one attitude, airspeed, altitude, slip and static indicator that includes Instantaneous Vertical Speed (I/VSI). With smooth, high-quality graphics and an easy-to-read EFIS presentation, the Quatro Plus makes the traditional six pack panel less necessary. This instrument is a cost-effective way to replace steel-gauge standby instruments in retrofit EFIS-equipped aircraft. Displays precision airspeed, attitude, altitude, slip and static when used in conjunction with EFIS equipment. Backup battery and 12-hour life. Fits a 3-inch panel hole. Weighs just over 11 ounces. TSO approved

Additionally, the Quattro Plus has a built-in battery which provides up to two hours of stand-alone operation if needed—thus ensuring an added level of redundancy. The MFD fits directly into a standard round 3-inch instrument hole with no panel modification, making it a near drop-in installation. P/N 11-12817 Approx $2,995.00

GARMIN FLIGHTSTREAM 110 / 210

Part of the Garmin Connext™ family of flight connectivity solutions, the Flight Stream 110/210 is a small wireless gateway that is easily installed in your aircraft, enabling a combination of up to 4 compatible tablets or phones to stream information to and from your avionics system via Bluetooth®. The Flight Stream 110 offers GPS, attitude, weather and traffic streaming from the GDL 88 ADS-B datalink and GDL 69 SiriusXM™ datalink, while the Flight Stream 210 adds the G-Force GF220 Mount is all you need to turn your portable, large-format GPS into a hands-up display that will confirm your skill to think past the yoke. The G-Force GF163 Mount connects to your mini-tablet with the legendary Air Base. P/N 11-12115 Approx $56.99

Mounts for Garmin aera 700 Series - The G-Force GF220 Mount is all you need to turn your portable, large-format GPS into a hands-up display that will confirm your skill to think past the yoke. In the time it takes to unravel your headset, your portable, large-format GPS will look like a fixed instrument array. P/N 11-10741 Approx $69.75

Mounts for Apple iPad - The G-Force GF260 Mount comes complete with a custom-designed cradle, tailored to your iPad-1 or iPad-2, secured to the remarkable G-Force GF2 Twin base. P/N 11-12817 Approx $975.00

GARMIN FLIGHTSTREAM 510 Advanced Connectivity and Revolutionary Avionics Integration. Enables Database Concierge wireless avionics database updates. Permits 2-way flight plan transfers between compatible apps and avionics. Initiate phone calls and receive text messages from contacts on your Apple® device, using the Garmin Pilot™ app through your compatible avionics, optional Connext™ datalink and service plan. Streams traffic, weather, GPS information and back-up attitude information from your avionics to select portable and mobile devices. Lets mobile devices wirelessly control SiriusXM™ satellite music from any position in the cabin. P/N 11-14578 Approx $1,259.00

FAT GECKO CAMERA MOUNTS

Secure cameras to any smooth surface including: motorcycles, cars, airplanes, and more. Fat Gecko’s suction cups are so strong they can safely secure a camera weighing up to six pounds. Allows for 360° tilt, 360° turn, and 360° rotation for all the best filming angles in any activity. The 1/4 x 20 tripod mounting screws means you can virtually any digital still or video camera on the market. Equipped with a removable extension tube so you can film around tire wells or over windshields.

FAT GECKO TABLET AND IPAD MINI MOUNT

Designed to securely hold any tablet or iPad between 7 and 10.5 inches, the Delkin Devices Fat Gecko Tablet & iPad Bracket allows you to mount your device in places you normally could not be able to. Attach it to a countertop while cooking, your desk at work, even the window of your car; the possibilities are endless! This innovative accessory easily complements your equipment in any situation, including photography, videography, aviation and various other activities. P/N 11-14718 Approx $44.95

FAT GECKO TABLET AND IPAD BRACKET

Mount your tablet or iPad anywhere. Attach your Tablet, iPad or eReader to a countertop, window, desk, tray table, tripod or car seat for hands-free use almost anywhere. The adjustable bracket holds any tablet or iPad between 7 and 10.5 inches securely, while the female 1/4-20 tripod thread on the back of the bracket allows you to attach your device to the mount of your choice, including Fat Gecko Mounts, tripods, light stands, hand straps and more. P/N 11-13585 Approx $18.95

For a complete list of our Geforce, Fat Gecko and Fat Gecko Camera Mounts, please visit us online at www.aircraftspruce.com

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice